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As a first step towards the calculation of waveform of Extreme Mass Ratio Inspirals for Modified
Gravity theories, we calculate the orbital frequencies of a Small Compact Object inspiralling into
a super massive blackhole for a Nonlocal gravity model. The small compact object moves along
an orbit which can be approximated to a geodesic of the background spacetime due to large mass
ratio of central blackhole to Small Compact Object. In General Relativity, the fundamental orbital
frequencies Ωr, Ωθ and Ωφ can be calculated by solving geodesic equations of the Kerr metric. If we
formulate any modified gravity theory as a small correction in General Relativity then the spacetime
metric around a rotating blackhole in that theory can be considered as the Kerr metric with small
deformations. This would allow us to calculate fundamental frequencies of geodetic motion of the
orbiting object perturbatively i.e. as Kerr frequencies plus small shifts in Kerr frequencies coming
from the modified gravity part. Using Action-angle formalism and canonical perturbation theory
I calculate the frequency shifts with respect to Kerr frequencies of the orbital motion around a
rotating blackhole for RR model of Nonlocal gravity theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detection and study of Extreme Mass Ratio Inspiral(EMRI) is one of the promising phenomena to probe the
nature of gravity and other fundamental physics in era of gravitational wave astronomy[1–3]. EMRIs can be used as
standard sirens to measure the Hubble rate of the universe[4]. It is also useful to understand the galactic dynamics and
environment of supermassive blackhole(SMBH) at galactic nucleus[3]. The first image of supermassive blackholeM87∗
taken by Event Horizon Telescope has proved the existence of supermassive blackhole in the centre of a galaxy[5, 6].
EMRI is the orbit of stellar mass blackhole or other small compact object(SCO) (100− 102 M⊙) inspiralling into a
supermassive blackhole having mass around 105−107 M⊙. Due to such extreme mass ratio of participating objects, the
characteristics of gravitational waves emitted during the process can reflect the spacetime structure of supermassive
blackhole with minimum effects of binary dynamics. Before plunging into the central blackhole the small compact
object(SCO) completes 105 − 106 orbital cycles having long periodic time. The estimated frequency of the emiited
gravitational waves from EMRIs is around 10−4−1 Hz which makes them primary source of space based interferometer
like LISA(Laser Interferometer Space Antenna). Considering different EMRI models, the observational potential of
LISA is estimated to be around 100 per year[7]. To acquire the information from EMRI gravitational waves it is
important to have precise waveform models.
Because of the small mass ratio (SCO mass m divided by central SMBH mass M), perturbative calculation of
motion of orbiting object is possible in which leading order is just the geodetic motion of a point particle in central
blackhole’s spacetime. At higher orders, one has to take into account the effect of SCO’s own gravitational field on its
motion. This effect is described as self force. In order to obtain the required precision in phase for matched filtering,
perturbation theory up to second order i.e. second order self force is necessary in waveform calculation[8]. The first
order self force studies have been done extensively in Schwarzschild spacetime but less has been done in Kerr spacetime.
In Schwarzschild spacetime, the first order self force has been considered in the calculation of orbital evolution in
many works[9–13]. Using Near Identity Transformation, the fast method of computing the inspiral trajectory and
gravitational waves from EMRIs incorporating self force has been presented in [14]. The self force has been calculated
to first order for an EMRI moving along a generic orbit in Kerr spacetime[15], and there has been extensive work
towards a second-order calculation[16–21]. Numerical calculation of the EMRI waveform based on perturbation theory
is computationally expensive. Without considering self force some approximate “Kludge” waveforms are developed
to make the modeling more economical. Though such waveforms are not exact but can give the prominent features
of the inspiral[22, 23]. There are three types of Kludge models prevalent in literature: analytic kludge[24], numerical
kludge[22] and augmented analytic kludge[25].
In all above mentioned approaches, the very first step is to solve the geodesic equation. The Kerr geometry enjoys
the existence of two Killing vectors and one Killing tensor which gives rise to three constants of motion namely, Energy
E, axial angular momentum Lz and Carter constant Q. The rest mass of the particle m is also a constant of motion.
Due to presence of these four constants of motion, geodetic trajectory of a point particle can be fully specified in
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2Kerr spacetime. In case of deviation from the Kerr geometry this aid of symmetry may not be available. In many
studies in various directions like tests of no-hair theorem[26], strong field tests of General Relativity(GR)[27, 28] and
modified gravity theories[29–31], the central SMBH spacetime metric is indeed different from the Kerr metric. If the
deviation from the Kerr metric is very small compared to the Kerr terms then one can use the canonical perturbation
theory to solve the geodesic equations[26].
The late-time acceleration is one of the outstanding problem in modern cosmology[32] which GR has failed to explain.
Due to this shortcoming of GR many modified gravity theories are constructed mostly as a small modification to GR.
One such modified gravity is Nonlocal gravity which has emerged as an effective candidate for cosmological constant.
In a line of research, nonlocal gravity models are constructed with the motivation to write massive term without
breaking the gauge invariance of massless theory[33–35]. The mass parameter enters in a theory as a coefficient of
nonlocal term. In this work I consider a specific model, called RR model, that has correction term proportional to
R 1
2
R, in Einstein-Hilbert action, proposed in[34]. In the above study, the static and spherically symmetric metric
for RR model is calculated. Considering this static and spherically symmetric solution of RR model, the stationary
and axisymmetric solution is calculated in [36]. In the present work, I write the above stationary and axisymmetric
metric in the form of Kerr metric plus small deformation which corresponds to nonlocal correction and solving the
geodesic equations in the deformed background I calculate the fundamental frequencies of the orbital motion.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, I review the geodesic structure of the Kerr metric and calculation
of fundamental orbital frequencies Ωr,θ,φ in the Kerr spacetime. In Sec. III, shifts in above fundamental frequencies
due to nonlocal correction of RR model are calculated. I introduce RR model of the nonlocal gravity and the rotating
blackhole metric for the model in Sec. III A and then in Sec. III B, the computations of the shifts δΩr,θ,φ in Kerr
frequencies are done using canonical perturbation theory. I finally discuss our results and conclude the paper in
Sec. IV.
II. FUNDAMENTAL ORBITAL FREQUENCIES IN KERR SPACETIME
The equation of motion of a point massm moving along the geodesic of any metric gαβ is given by geodesic equation
u˙α + Γαρσu
ρuσ = 0, where uα is the four-velocity of the point mass, overdot denotes the derivative w.r.t. proper time
τ and Γαρσ is the Levi-Civita connection associated with the metric gαβ . These four coupled equations can be very
complicated to solve for an arbitrary metric. The natural way to proceed is to look for the symmetry of the spacetime.
Let us first write the Kerr metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ)
ds2 = −
[
1− 2Mr
Σ
]
dt2 −
[
4Mr
Σ
a sin2 θ
]
dt dφ+
Σ
∆
dr2 +Σ dθ2 +
[
sin2 θ {Σ+(
1 +
2Mr
Σ
)
a2 sin2 θ
}]
dφ2, (1)
where ∆ ≡ r2 + a2 − 2Mr and Σ ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ and a and M are spin parameter and mass of the central blackhole
respectively. It is apparent that the Kerr metric is independent of coordinates t and φ and therefore the Kerr spacetime
possess two Killing vectors, a timelike one ξα(t) = δ
α
t and a spacelike one ξ
α
(φ) = δ
α
φ . This symmetry gives two obvious
constants of motion namely orbital energy E = −pt and z-component of orbital angular momentum Lz = pφ. Here,
pα ≡ m gαβ uβ is the four momentum of the test particle and the Hamiltonian of the system can be written as
H = 12g
αβ pα pβ .
The remaining symmetry is not very obvious. With the help of Hamilton-Jacobi method, B.Carter has calculated
the third constant of motion known as Carter constant[37]. Suppose S is a generating function of the canonical
transformation from coordinates and momenta (qi, pi) to a new set of constant quantities determined by eight initial
values, where qi = (t, r, θ, φ) in our case. Using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and writing S in the separable form
where each term depends only on one coordinate qi, one can calculate the Carter constant denoted as Q ≡ p2θ +
cos2 θ[a2(m2−E2)+csc2 θL2z][37]. This corresponds to the existence of a Killing tensor Kαβ = 2Σl(αnβ)+r2gαβ . The
fourth trivial constant is the square of rest mass of the test particle m2. Separation of variables can enable us to write
the Hamilton-Jacobi(H-J) equation as four restricted H-J equations for each of the four coordinates t, r, θ, φ[38]. The
integrated form of the geodesic equations can be obtained by taking partial derivatives of S w.r.t. constants E,Lz, Q
and m2 and equating them to zero[37]. Listing out four constants of motion, we have
E = −mut = m(−gttt˙− gtφφ˙) (2)
Lz = muφ = m(gφtt˙+ gφφφ˙) (3)
3Q = m2(Kttt˙
2 + 2Ktrt˙r˙)− (Lz − aE)2 (4)
−m2 = m2 gαβuαuβ = m2 (gttt˙2 + 2gtφt˙φ˙+ grrr˙2 + gθθθ˙2 + gφφφ˙2). (5)
Rearranging above equations we end up with four geodesic equations for the Kerr metric[26]
m2Σ2
(
dr
dτ
)2
= [(r2 + a2)E − aLz]2 −∆[m2r2 + (Lz − aE)2 +Q] ≡ R(r)
m2Σ2
(
dθ
dτ
)2
= Q− cot2θL2z − a2cos2θ(m2 − E2) ≡ Θ(θ)
mΣ
(
dφ
dτ
)
= csc2θLz + aE
(
r2 + a2
∆
− 1
)
− a
2Lz
∆
≡ Φ(r, θ)
mΣ
(
dt
dτ
)
= E
[
(r2 + a2)2
∆
− a2sin2θ
]
+ aLz
(
1− r
2 + a2
∆
)
≡ T (r, θ), (6)
The radial coordinate r and the polar coordinate θ are not very appropriate for orbital motion because drdτ and
dθ
dτ
become zero and change their sign during the orbital motion of the point particle. Inspired from the studies of classical
planetary motion, we reparametrize r and θ as
r ≡ pM
1 + e cosψr
; cos θ ≡ cos θmin cosψθ, (7)
where p is semilatus rectum and e is the eccentricity of the orbit. θmin and pi − θmin are the turning points of the
polar motion where Θ(± cos θmin) = 0 and angle ψθ takes values 0 and pi respectively. The turning points of the
radial motion are given by periapsis r = rp =
pM
1+e and apoapsis r = ra =
pM
1−e where R(rp) = R(ra) = 0 and angle ψr
takes values 0 and pi respectively.
In case of periodic motion, it is useful to transform to action-angle variables instead of arbitrary constant quantities.
For the system where Hamiltonian is conserved and separation of variables is possible, the generating function S is
Hamilton’s characteristic function W and it can be written as W =
∑
iWi. Since W is the generating function
of canonical transformation, old momenta of the system can be expressed as pi =
∂W
∂qi
. The action variables are
defined as Jˆi ≡
∮
pidqi and the corresponding position coordinates are called angles wˆi which can be calculated from
the expression wˆi =
∂W
∂Jˆi
. For later convenience, we denote action and angle variables for the Kerr spacetime with
overhat like Jˆi and wˆi. The definition of the action variables Jˆi’s enable one to write the Hamiltonian in terms of
Jˆi’s. To calculate the frequencies of the orbits one need to write the Hamiltonian H in terms of Jˆi’s and calculate
mωˆi = ∂H
aa(J)
∂Jˆi
, where superscript ‘aa’ denotes the Hamiltonian written in terms of action-angle variables[26, 38].
Following the notation of [26], let us write the angle variables for our case
Jˆr ≡ 1
2pi
∮
prdr =
1
pi
∫ ra
rp
√
R
∆
dr;
Jˆθ ≡ 1
2pi
∮
pθdθ =
2
pi
∫ pi/2
θmin
√
Θ(θ)dθ;
Jˆφ ≡ 1
2pi
∮
pφdφ = Lz;
Jˆt = −E. (8)
It can be seen that the first two integrals in above Eq.(8) are not analytically solvable and therefore writing Hamiltonian
H in terms of Ji’s is not trivial. However, the derivatives
∂Haa(J)
∂Jˆi
can be calculated without knowing the functional
form of Haa(J) (please refer the appendix A of [39]). The orbital frequencies ωˆr, ωˆθ and ωˆφ for the Kerr metric are
computed in [26, 39]. These are called fundamental frequencies of the Kerr spacetime because they characterize the
fundamental properties of the orbital motion in the Kerr spacetime. The fundamental frequencies ωˆr, ωˆθ and ωˆφ are
associated with proper time which does not have much value from measurement point of view. The observational
frequencies which associate with coordinate time are given by Ωˆi = ωˆ
i
ωˆt .
4III. SHIFTS IN FUNDAMENTAL ORBITAL FREQUENCIES DUE TO NONLOCAL GRAVITY
Most modified gravity models are studied as small correction to GR so that they uphold all experimentally proved
results of GR. Though the correction term is weak in comparison with GR it is strong enough to show its effect at the
appropriate scale, generally cosmological scale. In this section, our intention is to calculate the effect of such small
correction term in RR model of nonlocal gravity in the surrounding region of an SMBH. In particular, we want to
calculate the shifts in orbital fundamental frequencies in a rotating blackhole spacetime caused by nonlocal correction
to GR.
A. Rotating Blackhole Spacetime for RR Model
Let us first write the action for the RR model of nonlocal gravity,
S =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R+
µ2
3
R
1
2
R
]
+ Lm, (9)
where µ−1 is the length scale associated with nonlocal correction to the Einstein-Hilbert(EH) action and Lm is the
Lagrangian for the usual matter. Introducing two scalars
U = −−1R, S = −−1U ; (10)
and varying the action (9) w.r.t. gµν we obtain the equation of motion
κ2Tαβ = Gαβ − µ
2
3
{
2
(
Gαβ −∇α∇β + gαβ
)
S + gαβ∇γU∇γS −∇(αU∇β)S −
1
2
gαβU
2
}
, (11)
along with Eq.(10). Gαβ is the Einstein tensor and Tαβ is the energy-momentum tensor of the matter. The fields U
and S are auxiliary fields and do not represent radiative degrees of freedom. For more details on this model and other
nonlocal gravity models the reader can refer [34, 35, 40–50].
The spherically symmetric and static metric for the above action has been calculated in [34] in the region rs . r ≪
m−1, where rs ≡ 2M is the Schwartzschild radius and r is the radial coordinate of the coordinate system (t, r, θ, φ)
used. Since finding the exact solution of the field equations(10) and (11) is very difficult, even in case of spherical
symmetry, the above metric is given as first order correction to usual Schwartzschild background of GR. In [36], the
stationary and axisymmetric solution, which describes the spacetime around a slowly rotating blackhole, is computed
considering the perturbation up to second order in rotation parameter a and coupling parameter µ2 on top of the
spherically symmetric and static solution shown in [34]. Let us write the metric computed in [36] for the spacetime
around rotating blackhole in RR model as in the form of gαβ = g
Kerr
αβ + bαβ,
ds2 = −
[
1− 2Mr
Σ
− 2Mrµ
2
6
]
dt2 −
[
4Mr
Σ
a sin2 θ + C2a sin2 θ
(
−1066
534
(
2M
r
)
−1
6
(
2M
r
)2
− 2
9
(
2M
r
)
ln
(
2M
r
))]
dt dφ+
[
Σ
∆
+
2Mrµ2
6
(
1− 2Mr
)2
]
dr2
+Σ dθ2 +
[
sin2 θ
{
Σ +
(
1 +
2Mr
Σ
)
a2 sin2 θ
}]
dφ2, (12)
where C ≡ 2Mµ. As done in [30], we can map the deformations in Kerr blackhole sourced by modified gravity with
bumpy blackhole structure. Unlike [26], here, deformations in Kerr geometry are non-GR in nature but geodesic
motion is still valid upto leading order in mass-ratio[30, 51]. Using the same arguments as shown in Sec.IIIB in [29],
one can also show that the trajectory of the point particle is described by the geodesic equation as GR also in our
case. Therefore, it is harmless to consider the bαβ terms in Eq.(12) as bumps on Kerr blackhole and study the geodetic
motion following the same approach taken for bumpy Kerr blackhole in [26]. For the metric (12), the deformations
in Kerr metric are parametrized by one parameter which is µ and as µ→ 0 our metric smoothly reduces to the Kerr
metric. In the next subsection, we will treat bαβ as the perturbation in the Kerr metric and calculate the shifts in
Kerr frequencies using canonical perturbation theory.
5B. Computation of Shifts Using Canonical Perturbation Theory
Since the nonlocal correction term added to Einstein-Hilbert(EH) action is very small compared to EH term
we can use canonical perturbation theory to solve the geodesic equations of nearly Kerr-like blackhole of nonlocal
gravity model. The Hamiltonian for the system of SCO moving around an SMBH is the same as written in Sec.II,
H = 12g
αβ pα pβ . But now the metric is given by gαβ = g
Kerr
αβ + bαβ . If we consider bαβ as the perturbation in the
background Kerr spacetime then lowering and rising of any tensor can be done with the background metric gKerrαβ .
Thus the contravariant metric is given by gαβ = gαβKerr− gαµKerr gβνKerr bµν . Therefore, we can write the Hamiltonian as
H = HKerr +HNL; (13)
where, HNL = −(1/2)bαβpαpβ and ‘NL’ stands for the nonlocal correction. The HNL is the perturbation to the
original Hamiltonian HKerr.
The canonical properties of the canonical transformation (qi, pi) → (wˆi, Jˆi) by the generating function W (qi, Ji)
remains valid also in case of perturbed H and so the (wˆi, Jˆi) remain valid canonical set of variables. If we express
the total Hamiltonian H in terms of wˆi and Jˆi then it can be expanded in power of small perturbation parameter.
Writing the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the generating function which generates the transformation from (wˆi, Jˆi)
to (wi, Ji) such that all Ji’s are constants and wi’s are linear functions of time, expanding it on both sides in power
of perturbation parameter and equating the terms having same power of perturbation parameter one leads to the
computation of perturbation in the frequency ωˆi resulting from the presence of the perturbation HNL in the total
Hamiltonian H . The reader can refer [38] for detailed formalism of canonical perturbation theory. Here, we directly
write the formula for the orbital frequencies associated with the perturbed system as
ωi = ωˆi + δωi;
m δωi =
∂〈HNL〉
∂Jˆi
, (14)
where, 〈HNL〉 shows the averaged Hamiltonian HNL over a period of the orbit in background spacetime. Computation
of frequencies comprises of three steps : (i) Computation of HNL (ii) Averaging of HNL and (iii) differentiation of
〈HNL〉 w.r.t. Jˆi. We will proceed understanding each of these three steps. From Eq.(13), HNL can be written as
HNL = −1
2
bµν (g
αµ
Kerr pα)
(
gβνKerr pβ
)
(15)
Since lowering and rising of any tensor is done by Kerr metric, using Eq.(6) and the nonzero components btt, brr and
btφ of the metric (12), we obtain
HNL(r, θ) = −
1
2Σ2
[
btt (T (r, θ))
2 + brr (R(r)) + 2btφ (T (r, θ)) (Φ(r, θ))
]
(16)
One can note that HNL is the non-saparable function of r and θ due to presence of Σ in denominator in Eq.(16). The
time average of HNL over an orbit can be done as
〈HNL(r(t), θ(t))〉 = lim
tp→∞
1
2tp
∫ tp
−tp
HNL dt. (17)
Here, tp is the periodic time of the orbit. Since the radial and polar motion are nonseparable in terms of coordinate
time t the computation of above integration is difficult. If we define another time variable λ such that dλ = dτ/Σ the
equations of motion in Eq.(6) becomes
m2
(
dr
dλ
)2
= R(r)
m2
(
dθ
dλ
)2
= Θ(θ)
m
(
dφ
dλ
)
= Φ(r, θ)
m
(
dt
dλ
)
= T (r, θ). (18)
6It is apparent that the radial motion and polar motion is now separable and the calculation of fundamental frequencies
Υr,θ for r and θ -motion with respect to this new time λ is straightforward. The fundamental periods corresponding
to radial and polar motion are given by
Λr =
∫ Λr
0
dλ = 2
∫ ra
rp
dr√
R(r)
;
Λθ =
∫ Λθ
0
dλ = 4
∫ pi/2
θmin
dθ√
Θ(θ)
. (19)
and then fundamental frequencies are Υr,θ = 2pi/Λr,θ and the corresponding angles are wr,θ = Υr,θλ. The time
variable λ for geodetic motion in Kerr spacetime was first introduced by Mino and therefore known as “Mino” time
in literature[52]. It is important to notice that the relation between two time variables, the coordinate time t and
the “Mino” time λ, is not linear since T (r, θ) is the function of spacetime coordinates r and θ. Therefore, in order to
relate two time periods τ i(= 2pi/ωˆi) and Λi one can use averaged T (r, θ) over some interval ∆λ which is denoted as
〈T 〉λ. Thus τ i = 〈T 〉λ Λi. According to [53], this is nothing but the frequency of t-motion associated with “Mino”
time. We can show
Υt = 〈T (r, θ)〉λ
= 〈Tr(r)〉λ + 〈Tθ(θ)〉λ + aLz
=
2
Λr
∫ λ(ra)
λ(rp)
Tr(r) dλ+
4
Λθ
∫ λ(pi/2)
λ(θmin)
Tθ(θ) dλ+ aLz
=
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
Tr(r) dw
r +
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
Tθ(θ) dw
θ + aLz
=
1
(2pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
dwr
∫ 2pi
0
dwθ T (r(wr), θ(wθ)) (20)
In other words, Υt is average rate at which t accumulates as a function of λ[54]. In fact, average rate at which any
arbitrary function f(r, θ) accumulates as a function of λ can be given by
〈f(r, θ)〉λ = 1
(2pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
dwr
∫ 2pi
0
dwθ f(r(wr), θ(wθ)). (21)
Now we can rewrite Eq.(17) as
〈HNL(r(t), θ(t))〉 =
∫ λ(tp)
λ(−tp)
HNL
dt
dλdλ∫ λ(tp)
λ(−tp)
dt
dλdλ
. (22)
The r.h.s. of the above equation can be written as the ratio of two averaged quantities as 〈HNLT 〉λ/〈T 〉λ.
〈HNL(r, θ)〉 =
1
(2pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
dwr
∫ 2pi
0
dwθ HNL(r(w
r), θ(wθ)) T (r(wr), θ(wθ))
1
(2pi)2
∫ 2pi
0 dw
r
∫ 2pi
0 dw
θ T (r(wr), θ(wθ))
(23)
For the practical purpose of computation of 〈HNL〉, we write every thing in r.h.s. of Eq.(23) in terms of p, e, θmin, ψr
and ψθ as defined in (7). The integrand in the numerator of the Eq.(23)
HNLT = − 1
2Σ2
[
btt (T (r, θ))
3
+ brr (R(r)) (T (r, θ)) + 2btφ (T (r, θ))
2
(Φ(r, θ))
]
(24)
can be completely written in terms of p, e, θmin, ψr and ψθ as the constants of motion E,Lz and Q are also expressed
in terms of them. At the turning points of r and θ -motion, the equations R(rp) = R(ra) = 0 and Θ(θmin) = 0 are
satisfied. The system of these three equations enables one to write three constants of motion in terms of p, e and θmin
as shown in appendix of [39] in details. Differentials of angles wr and wθ are given by
dwr =
2pi
Λr
1√
R
pM
(1 + e cosψr)2
e sinψr dψr;
dwθ =
2pi
Λθ
1√
Θ
cos θmin sinψθ√
1− (cos θmin cosψθ)2
dψθ. (25)
7The integration limits of variables ψr and ψθ are 0 to 2pi. After completing the above calculation we end up with
〈HNL〉 expressed in terms of m, p, e and θmin. Likewise we have actions Jˆt, Jˆr, Jˆθ and Jˆφ written in terms of m, p, e
and θmin in Eq.(8). We take the similar approach as directed in [26] to calculate ∂〈HNL〉/∂Jˆi. We first define two
matrices J and K as
J ≡
[
∂〈HNL〉
∂m
∂〈HNL〉
∂p
∂〈HNL〉
∂e
∂〈HNL〉
∂θmin
]
K ≡


∂Jˆt
∂m
∂Jˆt
∂p
∂Jˆt
∂e
∂Jˆt
∂θmin
∂Jˆr
∂m
∂Jˆr
∂p
∂Jˆr
∂e
∂Jˆr
∂θmin
∂Jˆθ
∂m
∂Jˆθ
∂p
∂Jˆθ
∂e
∂Jˆθ
∂θmin
∂Jˆφ
∂m
∂Jˆφ
∂p
∂Jˆφ
∂e
∂Jˆφ
∂θmin


From Eq.(14), the shift in fundamental frequency, using the chain rule, can be calculated as
δωi =
1
m
(
JK
−1
)
i
. (26)
The shift in observable frequencies are given by
δΩi =
δωi
ωˆt
− ωˆ
iδωt
(ωˆt)2
(27)
IV. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
I numerically calculate the shift in fundamental frequencies from the Kerr frequencies due to nonlocal correction of
µ2R 1
2
R which is shown in plot of Fig.[1]. We can see that the shift due to nonlocal gravity in fundamental frequencies
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FIG. 1. shift in observable orbital frequencies due to nonlocal correction for µ = 0.0001, θmin = pi/3, e = 0.3(left) and
e = 0.7(right).
of Kerr spacetime gets larger as we go away from the central blackhole. This implies that the nonlocal correction
terms in tt and rr-component of the metric(12) contributes more compared to the tφ component. The observational
potential of this shift due to nonlocal gravity is higher in the initial inspiral than in the region deep into the SMBH’s
field.
In Table I, δΩr values are shown for two different values of coupling constant µ. It is evident that if we decrease
the value of µ by the order of 10 then δΩr decreases by order 100. Empirically we can say that δΩr is proportional
to µ2.
From Fig.[2], it can be seen that the difference between δΩr and δΩθ and δΩφ decreases as the orbits become more
eccentric. This result is in agreement with a result of [39] which says that the orbits having eccentricity near to unity
are in Newtonian region and the orbital frequencies tend to be degenerate.
According to canonical perturbation theory, the perturbed system has the same solution as the unperturbed one
with frequency replaced by new frequency with shift[38]. Thus, the deformed Kerr geometry has the same geodesic
structure as the Kerr geometry with shifted frequencies as calculated by (27).
8p µ = 0.0001 µ = 0.00001
10 -1.8420 x 10−8 -1.8420 x 10−10
20 -3.4810 x 10−8 -3.4810 x 10−10
30 -4.5800 x 10−8 -4.5800 x 10−10
40 -5.4648 x 10−8 -5.4648 x 10−10
50 -6.2262 x 10−8 -6.2262 x 10−10
60 -6.9044 x 10−8 -6.9044 x 10−10
70 -7.5219 x 10−8 -7.5219 x 10−10
80 -8.0924 x 10−8 -8.0924 x 10−10
90 -8.6253 x 10−8 -8.6253 x 10−10
100 -9.1274 x 10−8 -9.1274 x 10−10
200 -1.3131 x 10−7 -1.3131 x 10−9
350 -1.7496 x 10−7 -1.7496 x 10−9
500 -2.0972 x 10−7 -2.0972 x 10−9
TABLE I. Shift in radial frequency δΩr for different values of semilatus rectum p and coupling constant µ
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δΩθ
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FIG. 2. Ωi Vs. e for µ = 0.0001, p = 30 and θmin = pi/3.
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